Data Navigator
Pulling data from multiple
sources produces challenges
in rationalizing IT asset
information into a single
version of truth. Data
Navigator from License
Dashboard, eliminates the
hurdles organizations face
and presents normalized and
reconciled deployed IT asset
information.
Sharing information between systems
can become a time consuming and
expensive task. We have found that
customers are struggling to populate
systems with the data gathered from
their multiple discovery and inventory
solutions. Many organizations have
something in place, but it is usually raw
data that is collected, making it difficult
to provide a clear view of what assets
and software are deployed, and identify
their associated license liability.
Organizations either face spending a
lot of time preforming manual tasks
to filter, categorize, group and add the
information – an on-going process as
the organization doesn’t stand still – or
spend tens of thousands on a tool that
can integrate specific systems.

Introducing Data Navigator
Data Navigator is a product that
customers can use as an integration
solution between discovery, inventory
and third party (CMDB, Service Desk
or ITSM) systems. By connecting to the
technical solutions and data repositories
you have in place, Data Navigator enables
you to schedule a process to gather,
normalize and rationalize the data,
making it available for consumption by
third party solutions.
Data Navigator automatically gathers
your hardware and software information,
then, utilizing our extensive product
dictionaries, identifies the deployed
assets across your IT estate. The system
creates a single source of reconciled IT
asset information.
This By collecting IT asset information,
Data Navigator helps organizations
to understand their deployed asset
baseline, verify their data quality and
range of coverage. Resulting in the ability
to proactively manage any concerns by
establishing the trends across multiple
inventory sources.
Data Navigator is quick, powerful and can
process data for any sized organization,
it ensures customers are optimizing their
ITAM investments.
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BUSINESS BENEFITS
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•
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•
•

Add connections to deployed
discovery and inventory solutions
Validate connections to confirm
successful configuration
Create a schedule to define the
frequency of the data collection
Automatically update software
recognition dictionaries
Normalize and rationalize
gathered inventory data
Track and assess inventory
coverage via the user interface
Access the resulting data from
third party solutions

FIND OUT MORE

For further information, please
contact the License Dashboard Team:

+44 1904 562 217 (UK/Int)
1-855-773-3404 (US & Canada)
1800 502 881 (AUS & NZ)
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